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A new edition of the beloved volume by Joy Harjo, one of our foremost Native American
poets.First published in 1983 and now considered a classic, She Had Some Horses is a
powerful exploration of womanhood's most intimate moments. Joy Harjo's poems speak of
women's despair, of their imprisonment and ruin at the hands of men and society, but also of
their awakenings, power, and love.

She Had Some Horses is a literary event of importance. The poetry here is of mythic and
timeless character, native and lyrical in its expression, profound in its reflection of a worldview
that is at once precise and comprehensive. There is much of the oral tradition here, much that is
worthy of our closest attention and deepest respect. --N. Scott Momaday, author of House Made
of Dawn and In the Bear's House"About the AuthorJoy Harjo is a member of the Muscogee
(Creek) Nation. She is the author of nine poetry collections and two memoirs, most recently Poet
Warrior. The recipient of the 2017 Ruth Lilly Poetry Prize, she lives in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Michael H, “poetry with force. Poetry to make you think, smile and get angry”

Sweetjane, “Joy Harjo is now the USA poet laureate.. I like that the poems are accessible and
reflect the Native American life. One can find happiness, sadness, family and spirits here.”

Adrienne Monestere, “Fabulous. You don’t have to love poetry to love this book!”

Ebook Library Reader, “So beautifully a poet and musician. Love her poetry went to a book
signing and got to hear her play the saxophone! She is wonderful extremely talented”

BlueWrit, “New Poet Laureate shows her stuff!. Hardly aware of Joy Harjo's work, before she
was named Poet Laureate, but very happy she was! I've read her wonderful memoir, "Crazy
Brave," and now this moving book of poetry.”

kenzie hampton, “great buy. amazing collection! bought for a college class and keep coming
back to it.”

mary in new york city, “Great poet. I lov8ue this, and recommend anything she writes !”

Moniquee Brown, “Beautiful. This book is beautiful and the writing pulls yiu in. This was for a
native American lit class, so I imagine it was easier to accept some of the ambiguity within the
text. With that said, I would still have enjoyed this book without the study of what it means”

Carol, “... have to work with this one to understand it better. It will be worth the effort. I'm going to
have to work with this one to understand it better.  It will be worth the effort.”

Eric Martin, “Beautiful Poetry. Deeply moving and a complete awakening to what matters in this
world.”

The book by Joy Harjo has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 174 people have provided feedback.
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